Sarkozy Backs Carbon Tax, EU Levy on Non-Kyoto Imports
	Oct 25, 2007: Paris (AFP) — French President Nicolas Sarkozy on Thursday called for a national "carbon tax" on global-warming pollutants and a European levy on imports from countries outside the Kyoto Protocol.
	Sarkozy mentioned no names, but any such levy is bound to be targeted at imports from the United States and Australia, the only advanced economies that remain outside the UN's landmark pact on greenhouse-gas emissions.
	Wrapping up a 4-month forum on the environment that brought together the government, industry and the green lobby, Sarkozy said he would consider shifting part of France's tax burden from labour to pollutants, a key demand of environmentalists.  "I want this forum to be the founding act of a new kind of politics.  An environmental new deal in France and the world," Sarkozy told the closing ceremony.  "We need to profoundly revise all of our taxes...  to tax pollution more, including fossil fuels, and to tax labour less."
	Addressing European Commission head Jose Manuel Barroso, who had taken the podium before him, Sarkozy urged Europe to "examine the option of taxing products imported from countries that do not respect the Kyoto Protocol."  As Europe was setting tough standards on its producers for the benefit of the global climate, it was unfair for their competitors to be exempted, he argued.  "I suggest to you that in the next six months, the European Union discuss the implications of this unfair competition," he said.
	The United States, the #1 greenhouse gas emitter, signed Kyoto but abandoned it in 2001, one of the 1st decisions in office by President George W.  Bush.  Australia has followed suit, but is in the throes of an election campaign in which the Labor opposition, tipped to win the poll, is backing Kyoto.
	Guest of honor at the ceremony, the Nobel-winning former US vice president Al Gore paid a powerful tribute to the forum -- pledged by Sarkozy before his election in May -- saying it was a "tremendous boost" for global efforts to fight climate change.
	"Today you become known as a great friend of the people of this planet," said Gore, 59, who won the 2007 Nobel Peace Prize for his efforts to raise awareness about climate change.  The Kenyan green advocate Wangari Maathai, Nobel winner in 2004, was also present.
	Sarkozy endorsed a raft of measures to slash France's greenhouse-gas emissions, cut pollution and foster biodiversity, hammered out at a series of round tables over the last two days of the forum.  "Your ideas, I make them my own.  I will support them and I will carry them out," Sarkozy told participants.
	Pledges ranged from a freeze on the building of new highways and airports, to a vast plan to shift freight traffic from road to rail, to a commitment to try to slash pesticide use by half within 10 years in Europe's biggest farm producer.
	Tramway and TGV high-speed train networks are to be extended, and drivers coaxed into buying cleaner cars through bonuses and penalties.  Sarkozy promised a nationwide push to improve the energy efficiency of all new and existing buildings.
	Asked to rule on the divisive issue of a carbon tax, Sarkozy pledged to study the creation of a "climate-energy tax", "in exchange for an alleviation of labor taxes", but was careful to reassure French business leaders there would be no increase in overall taxation.
	Environmentalists suggest such a tax, calculated from the greenhouse gases emitted to produce and market goods, would be "painless" for consumers and business, starting at a few cents per liter of fuel.
	On another explosive issue, genetically-modified (GMO) crops, Sarkozy ruled in favor of a temporary freeze on commercial GMO crops -- a minute share of the total in France -- pending new research on possible contamination risks.
	France's reliance on nuclear power, which accounts for more than 80% of electricity production, was not up for discussion, since the government refuses to review its nuclear energy strategy.  But France's star environmentalist Nicolas Hulot, who pushed green issues to the top of the agenda of the last presidential campaign, said he was "happy and confident" following Sarkozy's speech.
	Arnaud Gossement, spokesman for France Nature Environment, an umbrella group of 3,000 associations, also reacted positively.  "For the first time, we have a president who does not pit economy, growth and ecology against each other...  even though he was elected on a pro-growth platform," he said.
	Laurence Parisot, the head of the French employers federation, MEDEF, said Sarkozy's speech was "well balanced" but that it was too soon to judge the impact on business.
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EU Backs Away from Carbon Tax, Will Re-Assess in 2011
	Feb 6, 2008 - The Chinese mainland's trading community will not, for the time being, need to be concerned over erstwhile EU plans for a "carbon" tax on energy-intensive imports from countries that are not yet, in its eyes, committed to the struggle against global climate change.  The EU had in fact contemplated the measure as a means of avoiding unfair competition stemming from industrialized or emerging economies that still have low environmental standards.
	However, despite backing away, it has decided to promote voluntary global industry-wide agreements, as a means to not only avoid potential retaliatory measures from its powerful trading partners in other parts of the world, but also to demonstrate once again its good-will to actively participate in what it considers to be a common goal.
	Since the first concrete steps to battle against climate change were contemplated, with the adoption in 1992 of the United Nations Climate Change Framework Convention, the EU believes that it is setting a good example on the international scene.  EU Member States have become well aware not only of the gravity of global warming and its impact on both the natural and human environment, but also of their share of responsibility as industrialized and prosperous countries.
	Most recently, at the Bali UN Climate Change Conference the EU once again launched, to its mind, a lonely battle in negotiating a global roadmap of huge importance for concerted global action to be implemented beyond the expiry date of the Kyoto Protocol in 2012.
	In order to boost its environmental credentials, the EU recently set out an "integrated" strategy to gradually involve all EU policies, mainly on energy, transport and competition, for the fight against climate change.  On January 23, 2008, it adopted this new energy-climate package, which consolidates its international commitments along with promoting its internal strategy on its own territory.
	Nevertheless, the EU is mostly alarmed by the fact that other leading "emitter" trading blocs do not likewise share its climate change concerns.  For instance, mainland China, India but also the United States, are targeted as ignoring international efforts to cut carbon emissions.  In that respect, the EU had examined the prospect of imposing a "carbon" tax on imports originating in those (and similar) countries, in order to counterbalance the unfair economic outcome for EU industry.
	Thus, the underlying idea for introducing such a measure would have been to restore the balance in favor of EU industry which would unduly suffer a disadvantage vis-a-vis international competitors due to the cost of complying with tougher environmental measures.  According to the EU position, such a measure would have also contributed to deterring European industry from moving out of Europe and emitting carbon emissions from outside.
	On the other hand, the measure at issue was subject to criticism and suspicions from other countries, which feared that such environmental arguments can serve as a masquerade for EU manipulations to promote a growing protectionism on trade.  Accordingly, it became highly contested as to whether the proposed measure could prove to be in conformity with the EU's WTO obligations.
	Complexity in practical implementation and fears of massive legal implications with respect to the proposed measure have forced the European Commission to think twice.  The Commission has thus provisionally rejected the idea of promoting the disputed measure and decided instead to focus on its efforts to promote a global deal uniformly respected by major players, by the time of the Copenhagen international climate change conference in 2009.
	On January 23, 2008, the Commission confirmed that it will not finally assess the need to implement a so-called "carbon tax", until June 2011.  Commission President Mr.  Barroso also stressed that the tax would be applied only in the event that it complies with WTO rules.
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